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ABSTRACT: Using atomically and momentum resolved
scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy, we demon-
strate that a two-dimensional (2D) √3 × √3 semiconducting
Ga−Si single atomic alloy layer exhibits an electronic structure
with atomic localization and which is different at the Si and Ga
atom sites. No indication of an interaction or an electronic
intermixing and formation of a new alloy band structure is
present, as if no alloying happened. The electronic localization
is traced back to the lack of intra alloy bonds due to the 2D
atomically confined structure of the alloy overlayer.
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Alloying different semiconductor compounds attracted wide
attention, since the material properties of the resulting

semiconductor alloy can be continuously tuned by varying the
composition. Hence one can engineer semiconductor materials
with, for example, intentionally designed band gaps, lattice
constants, and/or optical properties.1−3 This approach
possesses a large technical and economical interest, as it is
the basis for defining the wavelength of most optoelectronic
devices.
For such applications, it is crucial that the newly formed

semiconductor alloy has spatially homogeneous properties; that
is, the original materials’ properties of the individual alloyed
compounds merge into the desired new properties. This is
generally assumed to be the case for most three-dimensional
compound semiconductor alloys. For example even very small
N compositions x ≈ 1% in the GaAs1−xNx lead to an alloy with
its own new band structure and band gap and are different from
those of the original GaAs host material.4

With the ever-shrinking dimensions of semiconductor
devices, semiconductor alloy layers are becoming increasingly
thinner. Ultimately only monolayer thin alloy layers may be
needed, and then the concept of a globally homogeneous alloy
band structure, different from that of its alloyed compounds,
needs to be reassessed. Presently the sparse experiments
suggest that the electronic structure of a single monolayer
semiconductor alloy can be tailored by just mixing different
atoms,5 whereas theoretical calculations suggest rather a
decoupling of the electronic states of the different atoms and
hence atom selective electronic properties.6 However, precision
atom-selective spectroscopy measurements are lacking thus far.
The central question is therefore if a two-dimensional (2D)
semiconducting alloy would always exhibit a merged new band
structure in analogy to three-dimensional semiconductor alloys

or if locally the different band structures of the constituent
semiconductor compounds of the alloy persist.
In this Letter, we present a 2D single atomic layer Ga−Si

√3 × √3 semiconductor alloy on Si(111) substrates as a
model system. Using atomically and momentum resolved
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS), we demonstrate that the electronic
structure, that is, the density of states, band gap, and band
structure, is atomically localized and different at Si and Ga
atoms. No intermixing and formation of new alloy related
electronic properties are observed, as if no alloying happened.
This unmixed state is discussed in terms of the particular
bonding structure of the 2D alloy layer.
Figure 1a−f shows a series of atomically resolved STM

images acquired at different sample voltages of a √3 × √3
Ga0.8Si0.2 alloy overlayer grown by depositing ∼2.1 × 1014 Ga
atoms/cm2 on a Si(111) 7 × 7 surface at ∼750 K. This
corresponds to 80% of the √3 × √3 lattice sites. The
remaining 20% are filled with Si atoms from the substrate.
Figure 1g shows the resulting atomic structure. Each maximum
in the constant-current STM images corresponds to one Ga or
Si (ad)atom forming the single atomic alloy layer. The maxima,
which exhibit a brighter contrast in Figure 1a−d and a weaker
contrast in Figure 1f (compare red circles), arise from Si atoms
located on √3 × √3 sites.7,8 The bright contrasts in the filled
and empty STM images suggest the presence of several
localized Si-induced states, whose origins need to be clarified.
Figure 2 shows the local differential conductivity dI/dV

measured directly above Si atoms (Si) and above different spots
with an increasing lateral distance from the Si atom
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(I,GaN1,GaN2). The differential conductivity is proportional to
the local density of states (LDOS).9 The black tunneling
spectrum measured above Ga atoms furthest away from Si
atoms (GaN2) exhibits a band gap of ≈1.2 eV between the
valence (EV) and conduction band edges (EC). With a
decreasing lateral distance, changes occur in the spectra relative
to the underlying gray spectrum GaN2. At voltages below −1.3
V, the differential conductivity and thus the LDOS increases
(voltage region marked β1), while between +0.6 V and +1 V the
LDOS decreases (β2). Furthermore, at −0.9 V and +0.45 V,
two peaks appear (marked δ1 and δ2). These peaks correspond
to the bright contrasts in the STM images mentioned above.
They indicate the presence of two separate states localized at
the Si atoms.
The lateral spatial extent of both Si-induced states can be

extracted from Figure 2. Both peaks decay almost completely
within one lattice constants, that is, 0.665 nm.10 The localized
nature of the Si states suggests that we observe localized
orbitals. Calculations of Si adatoms on √3 × √3 T4 sites yield
two defect states.11 The upper one consists of a half-filled pz-
type dangling bond above the Si adatom, while the lower filled
state consists of two overlapping bands, which arise from the
rehybridization of the substrate dangling bond states and the
adatom px and py orbitals. Due to reasons of symmetry, both
states are centered at the adatom, which is consistent with the
contrast in the STM images in Figure 1. Furthermore, the
calculated energy difference between these two states of 1.3
eV11 agrees well with the measured value of 1.35 eV. Thus, the
state δ2 corresponds to the dangling bond above the Si atom in
the √3 × √3 Ga−Si overlayer. The lower state δ1 can be
attributed to the three back-bond states toward the Si substrate
(see Figure 1g).
Simultaneously with the rise of the empty Si-related state

(δ2), a decrease in the LDOS (β2 in Figure 2) was observed at
positive voltages. This may suggest a shift in the density of
states. However, this effect is not observed at negative voltages,
because the LDOS is always larger above Si atoms than above
neighboring Ga atoms. The magnitude of dI/dV spectra taken
above different atoms is not necessarily directly comparable,
since it is exponentially dependent on the tip−sample
separation. As the preferred bonding angles differ between Ga
and Si (planar versus tetrahedral), the Si adatoms stick out of
the Ga plane.11 This reduces the tip−sample separation at Si
sites. Therefore, we turn to the decay of the LDOS into the
vacuum and its momentum dependence, both of which are
independent of the tip−sample separation.
We measured dI/dV spectra at different tip−sample

separations z increased by different Δz values (Figure 3).
Then for a given voltage V, we extracted the dI/dV values as a
function of Δz. The resulting relation exhibits exponential
decays for all voltages, as illustrated by the red dashed lines in
Figure 3. The inverse decay lengths κ obtained from such fits
are shown in Figure 4a as a function of the voltage. The red
circles and blue squares represent the measured values above Si
and Ga atoms, respectively. Before turning to an in-depth
discussion, it is necessary to understand which physical
properties are probed by these decay values.
The tunnel current consists of the integral over all

contributing states between the Fermi energy EF and EF +
eV. Each of these contributing states decays exponentially into
the vacuum with its own specific decay length 1/κ. The
resulting tunnel current decays also exponentially. However, the
decay length of the total tunnel current is composed of the

Figure 1. (a−f) High-resolution STM images of a √3 × √3 Ga−Si
alloy overlayer on Si (111) obtained at different voltages (see upper
right corner). Si atoms exhibit pronounced contrast changes with
voltage (example marked by red circles). (g) Schematic of the single
atomic layer alloy structure with the dangling and back-bond states
indicated by green ellipsoids. The substrate atoms are shown in gray.

Figure 2. Local differential conductivity dI/dV obtained from
tunneling spectra measured directly above Si atoms (Si) and above
different spots with increasing lateral distance from the Si atom
(I,GaN1,GaN2) as indicated in the STM image (inset). The black
spectrum measured above Ga atoms furthest away from the Si atom
(GaN2) exhibits a band gap of ≈1.2 eV between the valence (EV) and
conduction band edges (EC). With decreasing distance, two localized
states appear (peaks δ1, δ2), which decay almost within one lattice
constant from a Si atom, that is, 0.665 nm. The spectra are averages of
measurements made at multiple equivalent locations.
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individual decay lengths of all contributing states. Thus, the
decay length of the tunnel current reflects the decay of the
states in a broad energy range.12 To obtain the decay at the
energy EF + eV, we use the differential conductivity dI/dV,
which is approximately proportional to the density of states ρ at
the energy ε = EF + eV.9,15 Hence, the z dependence of dI/dV
arises from the decay of ρ(ε, z) ∼ e−κ(ε)·z. The inverse decay
length κ is given by κ = 2·((2m0/ℏ

2)·EB + |k∥|
2)1/2 with EB being

the potential barrier and k∥ the parallel wave vector of the
tunneling electrons (STM is not sensitive to the vertical wave
vector).9,16 The black dashed curve in Figure 4a reproduced
from ref 12 shows the inverse decay length calculated by taking
into account the electric field enhancement arising from the tip
curvature and only assuming tunneling at the Γ point (k∥ = 0).
We discuss the inverse decay length above the Ga atoms

(blue squares in Figure 4a) first. The experimental values are
close to the calculated black dashed line at voltages above +1 V,
around −1.2 V, and −2 V. Thus, the tunneling electrons have
no momentum at these energies and originate from or tunnel
into states near the Γ point. At other energies the inverse decay
lengths are larger than the calculated black dashed curve. This
indicates that the tunneling electrons have nonzero parallel
wave vectors. To understand this, we turn to the pure
√3 × √3 Ga13,17,18 and projected Si(111) bulk band
structures,14 shown in Figure 4b and c, respectively. Note,
the band structure extracted from angle resolved photoelectron
spectra exhibit dispersions agreeing very well with the shown
calculated band structure of the √3 × √3 Ga on the Si(111)
structure.19,20

At negative voltages, the first states available from which
electrons can tunnel into the tip, are at the valence band
maximum (EV) of the Si substrate at −1 eV (Figure 4c). These
states are located at the Γ point, which is reflected by the small
measured inverse decay length yielding k∥ = 0. At −1.3 V, there
is an additional current arising from the valence band states of
the √3 × √3 Ga layer. The band structure in Figure 4b shows
that the maximum of these states is at the M̅′ point of the
surface Brillouin zone, where k∥ = 4.7 nm−1. This agrees with
the large inverse decay length at −1.4 V as compared to the
black dashed curve for k∥ = 0. As the magnitude of the negative
voltage increases further, the inverse decay length and thus k∥
decreases again in agreement with the valence band dispersion
of the √3 × √3 Ga layer (Figure 4b), which reaches the Γ̅
point at EF − 1.9 eV.
At positive voltages, an analogous behavior occurs. The

electrons first tunnel into the conduction band states of the Si
substrate whose minimum (EC) is near the M point of the
projected Si(111) 1 × 1 Brillouin zone at k∥ ≈ 6.5 nm−1. This
fits the large inverse decay length around +0.3 V yielding k∥ ≈ 9
nm−1. At ≈ +0.35 V, the electrons start to tunnel into the
conduction band minimum of the Ga overlayer. With
increasing energy, the conduction band shifts from the edge
(K̅′ point) to the center of the surface Brillouin zone (Γ̅ point
reached at EF + 0.9 eV). This dispersion of the conduction
band is reflected by the decrease in the inverse decay length
between +0.4 V and +1.1 V and the corresponding decrease in
k∥. The origins of the tunnel currents derived above also agree
with the width of the band gap visible in Figure 2. The
measured band gap matches that of bulk Si because the states of
the Ga overlayer are outside the fundamental band gap and
only contribute to the tunnel current at larger voltages.
However, once tunneling in or out of the Ga overlayer states is
possible, the resulting tunnel currents dominate over those of
the Si substrate, because of their smaller tip−sample separation.
The inverse decay lengths measured above √3 × √3 Si

atom sites (red circles in Figure 4a) exhibit striking similarities
to that of above the Ga sites. The overall shapes (peaks, decays,
etc.) of the curves are essentially the same. The main difference,
however, is that the curves shift. On the valence band side, the
data points measured above the Si atoms shift toward higher

Figure 3. Decay of the local differential conductivity dI/dV with
increasing tip−sample separation Δz measured above Si atoms in the
√3 × √3 Ga−Si overlayer. The red dashed lines are examples of
exponential fits to the decay at different fixed voltages.

Figure 4. (a) Inverse decay lengths obtained from the exponential
decays into the vacuum of the differential conductivity (dI/dV)
proportional to the LDOS as a function of the tunneling voltage. The
red circles and blue squares show the values measured above Si and Ga
atoms, respectively. Note the shift of the red data points toward the
band gap from both sides. The black dashed curve reproduced from ref
12 shows the calculated inverse decay length assuming tunneling only
at the Γ point (k∥ = 0). (b) Band structure of a pure √3 × √3 Ga
overlayer on Si(111).13 (c) Valence and conduction band edges of the
projected Si(111) bulk band structure.14
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energies into the band gap. On the conduction band side, the
shift is in the opposite direction but again into the band gap.
The similarity of the shapes of the two curves of the inverse

decay length as a function of the voltage (or energy/e) indicates
that the density of states contributing to the respective tunnel
currents has a similar dispersion relation E(k∥) for Si and Ga
√3 × √3 layers in agreement with theoretical calculations.11,13

Thus, the shift of the filled states observed in Figure 4a
demonstrates that the filled part of the band structure shifts
upward toward the band gap. In analogy, the empty part of the
band structure also shifts, but now downward toward the band
gap. These shifts are atomically localized at the Si atom sites in
the √3 × √3 Ga−Si overlayer.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the positions of the

localized Si-related states δ1 and δ2 (Figure 2) do not coincide
with the surface valence and conduction bands, respectively.
The Si state δ1 at −0.9 eV is significantly higher than the top of
the filled band of the √3 × √3 structure, which is given at the
Si site by the maximum of the inverse decay length at −1.2 eV
(Figure 4a). Similarly, the Si state δ2 at +0.45 eV has a higher
energy than the bottom of the empty surface band at the Si site
at about +0.25 eV. Thus the localized Si states and the shift of
the band structure are two separate effects. This is further
corroborated by small inverse decay lengths (and thus k∥ ≈ 0)
between −0.4 eV and −1.1 eV, that is, the energy range of the
localized Si state δ1. The lack of momentum agrees with the
highly localized nature of the Si states and with the statistical
spatial distribution without the periodicity of the Si alloy atoms.
The atomically and momentum resolved STM and STS data

demonstrates that the electronic structure of a 2D semi-
conducting single atomic √3 × √3 Ga−Si alloy layer exhibits
an atomically confined localization of the electronic structure.
The electronic structure is different at the Si and Ga sites, and
no indication of electronic intermixing and formation of new
alloy-related electronic features is found. This observation is in
sharp contrast to the thus far observed merging of the
constituents’ electronic properties into a new alloy band
structure in three-dimensional semiconductor alloys. The here-
observed locality of the electronic structure can be explained by
the particular directional bonding structure arising from the two
dimensionality. The Ga and Si atoms overlayer are only bound
to Si substrate atoms through three back bonds (Figure 1g). No
bonds exist within the √3 × √3 Ga−Si alloy overlayer.
Without such intra-alloy layer bonds each alloy atom is an
individual entity, whose electronic properties is primarily
governed by the bonding to the substrate. Hence, no alloy
band structure may develop, and the spatial localization of the
electronic structure at the constituent atoms dominates. This is
further corroborated by the fact that the tunneling spectra of
individual Si adatoms and clusters of Si adatoms are identical,
indicating little interaction between neighboring Si adatoms
either. In contrast, single atomic layer metal surface alloys
forming for immiscible systems21−23 exhibit a homogeneous
(alloyed) electronic structure.24 This suggests that the non-
directional metallic bonding leads to sufficiently large
interactions within the alloys layer to be electronically alloyed.
This emphasizes the importance of the directional covalent
bonding structure in the suppression of electronic alloying in
single atomic layer semiconductor alloys. Analogous effects may
occur also for buried ultrathin 2D semiconductor alloys, since
with shrinking thickness, ultimately the individual alloy atoms
may have more bonds to the surrounding layers than within the
alloy layer. Eventually this may lead for single buried alloy

layers to atomically confined variations of the electronic
structure, as if no alloying happened.
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